
                              

 
 
Spotlight On 
 
Intro: 
A quick lineup/ teaser of the items that will be shown in this episode. 
 
Special 
An in depth report on various cinematic topics. Like comparing franchises, 
discussing new movie trends or we unveil recurring thematic from films.  
 
Trivia 
We look at a movie and learn all kinds of trivial fun facts about it. This is mixed with 
interviews with the cast and behind the scenes footage, so audiences know all there 
is to know about the movie in question. 
 
Coming Up 
A quick lineup/ teaser of the items that will be shown in this episode. 
 
Top 3 
We look at a top three that's related to a movie in this episode. So if for instance one 
of them was directed by Steven Spielberg, we can look at the top three Spielberg 
classics. Or if one of the films used motion capture techniques we can look at the 
three most beautiful mo-capped creatures. 
 
Quiz 
Here we ask a question about movies or the stars playing in them. The answer 
follows later on in the episode. 
 
Coming Up 
A quick lineup/ teaser of the items that will be shown in this episode. 
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Quiz 
Remember that quiz question from earlier in the episode? Well, here we reveal the 
answer and explain the interesting background story that goes with it. 
 
Special 
An in depth report on various cinematic topics. Like comparing franchises, 
discussing new movie trends or we unveil recurring thematic from films.  
 
People Behind the Scenes 
We meet the lesser known folk who make movies. People like costume designers, 
props makers and stunt coordinators. They tell us all about the craft of their specific 
trades.  
 
All Time Classic 
We go back in history and look back at those titles everyone nows and find out what 
made them so great and memorable. 
 
Next Week 
We look ahead at all the interesting things we've got coming up in the next episode 
of Making the Movies. 


